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This issue reflects just how much is going on out there in researching elusive references, organising
conferences and festivals – it was difficult to be at all of them but a dedicated few have been watching,
listening and taking photos of it all over the past few months. Anniversaries and revivals are a theme in this
issue - from 30 years of the Sidmouth (John Gasson) jig competition, through 50 years since Bath City Morris
were founded, to 100 years since the death of Percy Manning, who through his revival concert led the way for
Cecil Sharp to ‘discover’ Headington Quarry and morris dancing. While it is good to see the revival of Dancing
England 30 years on, I regret we are having to bid farewell to the regular contributions of Long Lankin.
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Long Lankin: a Man more Suffered than Suffering
As one of the few people who actually knew him, it is with a mixture of regret and relief that
I have to announce the passing of Nathaniel “Long” Lankin, whose writings have for some
years appeared on these pages. This followed a bad fall while competing in the high level
stepping competition at the annual Bare Straw festival: he was attempting the “triple caper
with hook leg” on the parallel bars when he slipped on a beer spill. The sequence is one
usually only attempted by much younger dancers, and then only once – the physical or
mental scars being enough to deter further attempts - and the judges did try to dissuade
him. It was typical of Long to try it once too often and it illustrates his “I know best” attitude
to life.
Born in Piddle-on-the-Wall in Northumberland he fled to Bedfordshire following the Little
Myopic WI Accordion and Burlesque Band fingering scandal. A noted Morris dancer, he
started his career as an apprentice bell polisher to his uncle’s team, rising steadily through
the ranks to become Chief Baldrick Brusher to the Inner Ring. He was ultimately forced to
resign this appointment, the circumstances of which are still not fully known but no formal
charges were ever made.
Following this he had a brief acting career: his most noted role was in the Morris Wars series
where he appeared as the ill-fated third prison guard in The Ring Strikes Back. However the
role he made his own was that of the obligatory manic Morris man in various popular British
TV dramas. He developed his writing and his column for the Unicorn (and later also for
Morris Matters) late in life as a form of behavioural therapy when he was finally admitted to
the high security unit of the Morris Federation’s Home for Recalcitrant Folkies.
Long was a learned and well-read man: reading everything and anything was a habit he
developed during his long years in hiding. This made him very knowledgeable on a wide
range of topics from Kentish ferret wrestling to the significance of the whelk in the
development of the Haiku as a poetry form. He was also known for his generosity: always
willing to share his knowledge and views with anyone – whether they wanted them shared
or not.
It was this habit of holding forth at length, rather than his height, that earned him the
nickname he came to be known by. It explains his apparent reclusiveness in later life – he
was more avoided than avoiding. It also goes some way to explain why he never married,
though he always said that he could never find a woman who met his expected standards
(being willing to enter his flat for example). Alone but never lonely he was most happy in
his own company, as he often remarked, “It’s the only way I can get a sensible conversation.”
Long leaves an extended family arguing over who will settle his debts, editors wondering
how to fill the back page and a box of sundry papers left behind after a Police raid. The final
word is probably best left to the noted folk musician, Long’s life-long friend and drinking
companion who, at the news of Long’s passing simply said “Peace at last!”
RIP Long Lankin
No flowers or rejoicing.
Donations in memoriam to the EFDSS Shelter for Destitute Melodeons.
COSL
July 2017
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Jig Competition – 30 years on!
One of our closest friends, John Gasson, died in 1987, at the age of 29, following a car accident
on the way to Sidmouth Folk Festival. We were all in shock and The Seven Champions (of which
John was a founder member and excellent dancer) were due to enter the Ritual Dance Competition
the following day. The Seven Champions decided to go ahead - and won – they were all dancing
for John. Chris and I took the Ritual Dance Competition Cup back to Cranbrook to John’s parents
as a symbol of something positive to come from the grief that we were all experiencing. John
was a fine jig dancer (he was a member of Mr Jorrocks) and it was fitting that we set up a
competition in his name with the aim of raising the standard of jig dancing across different
traditions.
Thirty years later the John Gasson Jig Competition is still going strong and the standard of entries
is amazing. With solo and double jigs categories there is an opportunity to work with a partner or
to shine in the solo section. When I think back to the first competition and the winning solo jig
by Andrew Jones (dancer) and Tim Bull (musician), I know that they would not get placed if that
same entry was in the competition now. We felt it was a fantastic performance when they won,
which just shows how much the standard of the dancing and the music has improved over the
years. So many, in that first competition, were dancing for John but now many of the entrants
were not born when John died.
In the early years I would be going along the Esplanade on Sunday lunchtime, persuading people
to enter but not now. I am writing this in the middle of June. We have 13 solo and six double
entries so far; four of these entries are from America. We have many new entrants which is
always exciting and it shows that the competition is still important to the Morris community.
Over the years I have had to re-write some of the rules when entrants find interesting ways to
interpret them. Anyone reading the rules might wonder why it says “You cannot have an
additional speaker, sign holder or any other additional person in any way, in any part of the
performance”. This was because one year there was an additional introducer for a jig so we said
no additional person speaking; the next year there was an additional person walking around with
signs!
Simon Pipe has won the competition the most times, he has won both the Solo and Double Jig
sections. He won the Solo at the age of 50 which was amazing and disproved the widely held
belief that only young dancers win. Age is not a barrier but fitness is very important and dancers
must be dancing a jig suitable for their fitness.
There have been suggestions that the ‘over 40’ category should be ‘over 50’ but we decided not
to change it as many of the over 50s were dancing as well as the over 40s so it was a fair
competition. Some competitors enter in their 20s, stop for their 30s and then burst back into the
competition when they hit 40.
I was asked for my special memories of the competition but as there are so many I decided I
couldn’t really write about just a few. The first time the Nutting Girl (which was John’s jig) was
danced in the Council Chamber the lights went off and then back on again and I felt that John
was watching and giving us the “thumbs up”. Last year when Brenda (John’s Mum who is 90) and
Jane (John’s sister) came to the competition I was so proud to be able to show them how
important this competition is. The atmosphere is electrifying and everyone is so supportive.
Although entrants want to win they help each other grow and blossom and some of those who
take on board the judges’ comments eventually win. The winners have to perform prior to the
start of the following year’s competition to ensure that they keep their standard of dancing up.
The Audience Appeal prize is important to remind dancers that they need to engage with the
audience and that they are dancing for an audience and not for themselves, it is a performance.
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There is a tradition that the previous winner of the main trophy fills it up with something
“interesting” for the new winners. One year it was trifle!
Never underestimate how hard it is to judge this competition. We have four judges – two judge
technical aspects, one music and one performance. One of these becomes a continuation judge
to ensure that the standard of the previous year is maintained and we have a rule that if the
dancing isn’t good enough we don’t have to award the cup – I don’t think we will ever need to
use this clause. When I put the judging panel together I ask lots of people for their suggestions.
I try and make sure that the judges are well respected and that there is enough technical
knowledge to cover all the traditions that may enter. The lowest score received for a category
was 1 and the highest 10 out of 10! The highest score for music has been 10 but only on a few
occasions. It is good to see that there are more musicians now who are of the standard needed
to win the competition. There has been debate as to whether professional musicians should be
allowed to enter but they are morris musicians so we are happy for them to enter.
The best quote I have heard about the atmosphere in the marquee is “fantastic – it’s like an
Arsenal football match at home”. This was from an ardent Arsenal supporter. We outgrew the
Council Chamber, then the Manor Pavilion and we are always at capacity in the Blackmore Dance
Marquee but I don’t think we will run it in a football stadium!
I know that for some, competition in morris is wrong, but I truly believe that we are achieving
our aim of improving jig dancing and this is good for everyone. There have been a number of jig
teams that are booked at festivals who comprise winners of the John Gasson Jig Competition –
that is testament to how fantastic this competition is – long may it continue.
Find out about the John Gasson Jig Competition by visiting www.johngassonjig.org.uk
Tracey Rose
July 2017

Percy Manning Centenary Concert
24 March 2017
Percy Manning, who died 100 years ago aged just 47, was an avid collector of all kinds of historic
objects, particularly related to the history of Oxford and Oxfordshire where he studied and lived
most of his life. After his death, his collections were donated to Oxford University’s libraries and
museums where they now form a valuable resource. He also took a keen interest in uncovering
and documenting folklore and customs, especially where he thought they were in danger of
disappearing, and sought out May songs, mummers plays, and anything to do with the morris.
In particular, he was actively involved in the morris revival in Oxford, and specifically responsible
for persuading surviving members of the old Headington Quarry team to get back together and
to train with new dancers for a concert of folk dance and song at the Corn Exchange in Oxford
(now the Old Fire Station) in March 1899. The concert, with music performed by members of the
Taphouse family, from Oxford’s well-known music shop, was a great success, and the team
continued to perform throughout the year – including on Boxing Day later that year, when their
performance in Headington was witnessed by a certain Cecil Sharp. That encounter changed the
course of Sharp’s life, and ultimately sparked the morris dance revival, without which today’s
morris dance scene may never have happened, and you might currently be reading a blank piece
of paper…
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In recent years, Percy Manning has been extensively researched by the eminent morris historian
and Eynsham-er Mike Heaney, who has edited a book1 about his fascinating life. It was also Mike’s
inspiration, in the centenary year of Percy’s death, to recreate that landmark concert from 1899.
And so on 24th March, in St. Andrews Church in north Oxford, the present day Headington Quarry
team, with the very fine Oxford based band Magpie Lane, and a sell-out congregation, gathered
to enjoy once again the tunes and dances performed in the 1899 concert.
The evening started with an introductory address from Percy Manning himself, back from the
grave for one night only, though bearing a remarkable similarity to Mike Heaney. After that the
concert proceeded, as it had in 1899, with dances from Headington Quarry interspersed with
tunes and songs (this time from Magpie Lane). Magpie Lane did a superb job in recreating the
songs performed in the original concert, some of which are in their repertoire anyway, but with
some having to be newly learned for the evening, though they freely admitted they couldn’t be
certain their interpretation of some of them was what would have been played originally. Some
of the songs from 1899 were quite bawdy, with a few random body parts featuring, and it was
explained that was actually despite being toned down from the versions performed some two
hundred years before that, when it seems anything went.
Meanwhile Headington Quarry performed all of the 10 dances done in the original show, all of
which are technically still danced today though a couple had needed to be recovered from the
‘still-in-the-repertoire-but-we-never-dance-it-these-days’ box that most teams have. Classics like
Constant Billy, Rigs of Marlow, Trunkles etc. were performed with great aplomb, with lines and
stepping in perfect unison throughout, and there was also a vigorous fighting dance (How d’ye
do, Sir?) though somewhat disappointingly this ended with the dancers politely shaking hands.
There were some other special moments during the
evening – William Kimber’s Anglo concertina, donated
to him in 1909, was on show, and after the interval
Andy Turner of Magpie Lane used it to play Laudnum
Bunches, a traditional Headington Quarry tune not
included in the original concert. There was also a
rousing version of ‘Twankydillo’ led by Quarry dancer
Alan Kimber-Nickelson, partner of William Kimber’s
granddaughter Julie, and later former dancer Ian
Shepperd sang ‘The Fly be on the Turmot’.

Andy Turner playing William
Kimber’s concertina – thanks to
Mike Heaney for supplying this –
photo made available on a CC-BYNC-ND licence.
Video still: John Richards

After Headington Quarry’s final dance off, the concert
ended with their musicians joining Magpie Lane for
one last tune, at the end of which all the dancers and
musicians were given a well deserved ovation after a
thoroughly
entertaining
evening.
Huge
congratulations to all concerned for staging and
performing the event, in particular volunteers from
Folk Arts Oxford, and special thanks to Mike Heaney
for the inspiration and commitment to make it happen.
Malcolm Major
March 2017

1

‘Percy Manning: The Man who Collected Oxfordshire’ edited by Mike Heaney (2017) ISBN 9781784915825
(www.archaeopress.com)
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Joint Morris Organisations Day of Dance
Leicester 13 May 2017

Leicester Morris
Men - JMO hosts
2017

The annual melée of morris teams descending on an unsuspecting town
was held in Leicester this year. Much planning had gone into this event
and the host teams are to be congratulated upon working to find
sufficient dance spots to accommodate almost 60 teams and then mix
them up so there was not too much ‘oh not you again!’ about the spots.
That said, it is difficult to find good dance spots in any town and
Leicester was no different – 19 venues were scattered at all points of
the compass and some of them amounted to little more than an area of
pavement outside a pub with little room for audience – but I think this
seems to be the case wherever it is held. Some of the venues were
great fun – it was interesting to almost flash mob morris dance into an
Indian wedding or two at the Town Hall. Also it meant some strategic
planning of when to leave one venue in order to arrive in time at the
next one.

However, it was a pleasantly sunny day and the
feeling of camaraderie started at the park and
ride, meeting members of some other teams also
heading for the opening reception (not everyone was there in time).
Leicester has the merit of being pretty central so there was a good
spectrum of teams from round the country. There was an interesting mix
of genres – over half the teams were Cotswold, the remainder split fairly
evenly across North-west/step, border, other (sword, garland, and ‘own’);
what was interesting in retrospect was the absence of any molly dancers.
Maybe it was too warm for them!
My team, Windsor Morris, were paired with some teams we already knew
and others we hadn’t even heard of! Amazing what is happening in the
morris world. Anyway we passed from venue to venue and finally all
ended up at Jubilee Square for the grand finale – which was several
massed dances (jump in at your peril and hope you know the same
version as the majority!) and a few teams asked to do one-off dances.

Richard III with
Black Annis

I wonder what the non-morris world makes of it – we
had some very bemused characters in the market
square area watching and wondering!
A good day
out for everyone and hopefully a good advert for the
joys of morris dancing.

Headcorn Morris
Beth Neill
June 2017
Photos: Sue Swift
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Dancing England at Sheffield
18 March 2017
‘Where the tradition moves on’
Dancing England ran for nine years at the Derby Assembly Rooms from 1979 to 1987, with a brief
re-appearance as Daughter of Dancing England in 1993. The original rationale was to create a
premier traditional dancing event where the best of all the usual dance styles and traditions was
represented and was considered one of the highlights of the UK dance calendar. The highly
successful annual Dancing England Rapper Tournament (DERT) has its origins in the rapper
competitions held prior to the Dancing England evening event during the 1980s.
I went to watch the recently revived Dancing England (DE) held in Sheffield in February. The
event was organised on the same lines as the original with a mix of traditional and revival teams.
In addition, there were several stalls and, of course, a real ale bar, and the evening finished with
a ceilidh and a French Bal. The organisers were Edwin Dyson, Arwen Heaton and Phil Heaton. Phil
was the mastermind of the original DE, together with John Shaw, and this event tried to capture
the flavour, entertainment and fond memories of the earlier concerts.
The venue was the ballroom in Sheffield City Hall with tables round the dance floor lending a cosy
atmosphere like a village green. The floor had a set of boards in the centre for the clog and rapper
dances but did sometimes cause a little confusion to the larger groups: stay within the floor or
ignore completely?
The Cotswold teams were Bampton Traditional Morris, Fools
Gambit and the Out of Hand jig team. Watching Bampton I felt
that we were transported to Bampton village on Whit Monday.
I don’t know how they manage to convey that feeling: perhaps
it's the quiet nature of their performance or the fluidity of their
dancing or just the sense of centuries of tradition. Fools
Gambit is a team of young dancers who have quickly become
established as one of the foremost Festival teams. They
performed a few dances from “Banks of Green Willow” which
was a project composed to commemorate the centenary of the
Battle of the Somme last year. The performance was poignant
and I felt that they managed to convey the solemnity of the
occasion. Strange to think that some of them are the same
age as those that died in the Battle of the Somme. Out of Hand
are another young team who reprised their energetic and
amusing winning jig of the 2014 John Gasson Double Jig
competition at Sidmouth.
The North-West was represented by Severn Gilders and
Horwich Prize Medal Morris Men. The Severn Gilders started
Out of Hand
the show with a rousing display. Although, seemingly, a little
constrained by the stage within a stage, they gave an energetic performance, supported by their
lively band. Horwich ended the show with a bang. They danced their signature dance, the Horwich
polka, which won a medal in 1903. The team is enjoying a revival in recent years so the stage
was filled with dancers, movement and noise.
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Molly was represented by the celebrated Seven Champions,
who had, incidentally, performed at earlier DE events. Chris
Rose, their molly, gave a very entertaining introduction about
Black-xit and whether or not to black up. The Champs have
always given excellent performances and this lived up to all
expectations. The last dance left us feeling sad but positive
with a rendition of “We Shall Overcome”.
Longsword was represented by Redcar Sword dancers and the
Newcastle Kingsmen. Redcar perform the Greatham Sword
Seven Champions
Dance and have danced on Boxing Day since the team’s
revival in 1967. It was a chance to see this dance performed outside of its home in County
Durham. The Kingsmen are, perhaps, better known for their high-speed, high-performance rapper
and are, in fact, winners of DERT 2017. However, in DE, they performed their highly-acclaimed
version of the longsword dance, Kirkby Malzeard; also high-speed and high-performance!
Clog dancers were represented by Two Step and Toby Bennett. Jean Smith and Ian Craigs make
up Two Step and are extremely talented clog dancers. Together they performed a highly elegant
display of traditional steps and contemporary routines. Toby Bennett is another incredible dancer;
his energetic and vigorous display was quite breathtaking and his sheer athleticism astounding.
Incidentally he is a past winner of the Stepping Contest in Derby (SCID) held during DE in the
1980s!
Rapper had three entries on the programme: Star and Shadow; High Spen Blue Diamonds
Traditional Rapper Sword Dancers and Teeshyde Steel. In these three teams was seen the full
spectrum of tradition, revival and innovation. High Spen was formed in 1926, following a family
tradition dating back to the 1800s. The Forster family have kept up the tradition since and, in the
early 1980s, were joined by local dancers. The team has won competitions galore and have
danced all over the country. At DE, their performance was, as usual, of a high standard:
impeccable and slick with Ricky Forster overseeing as the Betty. Star and Shadow are fine
representatives of the new wave of young rapper sides. In their bright blue sashes, they danced
a fast, neat and impressive rapper dance and are worthy winners of previous DERT competitions.
Lastly, Teeshyde Steel! A rapper side formed solely of two brothers, they managed to fit in most
of the common figures, including a tumble. They have to be seen to be believed.
The other tradition represented was in keeping with the oneoffs of previous DEs such as the Britannia Coconut Dancers and
Abbots Bromley Horn Dancers. We were treated to a display
from Platt Bridge Morris Dancers, exponents of carnival or
‘fluffy’ morris. The team was formed in 1970 and, amongst
many other titles, became “World Champions” in 1984. Their
performance bears little resemblance to the other morris styles
demonstrated during the concert but they seem to use a NorthWest polka-step and dance some North-West figures, albeit
with heels high off the ground! Although the music is prerecorded, the girls brought glamour and spectacle to the
proceedings and, for me, were the highlight of the evening.
Thanks Ed for managing to persuade Phil and others to recreate
this event and, hopefully, it will be around for some time.
Jill Griffiths
May 2017
Photos: Sue Swift

Platt Bridge
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Bath City Morris Reunion
5 to 7 May 2017
Bath University celebrated 50 years on Saturday 6 May 2017 with a Red Arrows fly-past, campus
tours, student reunions and three-minute PhD presentations amongst many other events. Bath
City Morris (BCM) decided to mark the date with a celebration of their own.
The last BCM reunion was in 1997. Some of us have met up at funerals since but 20 years ago
was the last time most of us had donned BCM kit and danced. We’re a university side so only
danced together for the three or four years we were at Bath and, after leaving, perhaps joined
other morris sides or gave up altogether.
However, I have to say, Bath City was a different sort
of university side. The club was run by Tubby and
Betty Reynolds who made us part of their family.
They opened up their home and not only taught us
morris but also the fun of working together and
playing together. On Wednesdays, the men and
women practised in separate rooms and then came
together for folk dancing. After the Saturday night
ceilidhs we would repair to Timsbury (the Reynolds’
home) for bread & cheese and further jollifications.
Betty was responsible for starting the BCM women’s
team in 1971 and was the first President of the
Women's Morris Federation. Roy Dommett taught us
dances and enabled us to explore the little-known
Cotswold traditions which were what women were
‘allowed to dance’ in the early days of women’s morris.

Bath City Women

Anyway, enough of the history. Through
FaceBook, email and some very old address
lists, we contacted enough people to return to
Bath to make a great weekend. We met on
Friday evening for a bit of a practice and, like
when old friends meet up after a long time, we
very quickly slipped back into old habits and
banter. There was always time spent on
encouraging musicians in BCM so the band was
excellent. Someone brought along six skirts for
the women (the kit had changed three times
during the years) so we were practically
respectable.

Mixed Bath City Morris!

We met on Saturday lunchtime for a Flash Mob style event. I have to say that the women looked
like they still danced together every week (I can say that as I wasn’t dancing). Two ‘Hens’ joined
us for one dance. The guys were lacking in numbers till two of the Reynolds’s arrived like the
cavalry. We had a Dommett in the set as well so, even though Reynolds and Dommett seniors
are no longer with us, we felt that the tradition lives on.
Saturday evening was a private affair where we danced such favourites as ‘Jockey to the Zoo’
and ‘Coronation’ and, of course, plenty of social dancing. Someone had set up a slideshow of old
photos so there was much hilarity at the 70s fashions and hair. The band was fabulous as well particularly the string section. I felt like I’d flipped back 40 years and was back at Timsbury.
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The final session was on Sunday lunchtime where
goodbyes were said and promises made to meet
again in 10 years time. By then, the band will
certainly outnumber the dancers! Thanks to all
those who put much hard work into making the
weekend a success and thanks to Roy, Tubby and
Betty, without whom none of this would have
been so good.
Jill Griffiths
June 2017
Photos: Sally Wearing

Bath City Morris musicians

Roy Dommett Archive Collection
For those who wonder what happened to all his work: Roy Dommett's massive store of morris
books, films, interview recordings, photographs, magazines, papers and notebooks (along with
all the rocket science related books and social history books) has been slowly sorted and relocated
by Roy’s sons. It was a massive job but large sections of the material have gone to good
homes. However, a vast amount of paperwork still remains to be sorted!
Most of the books
have gone to Vaughan Williams Memorial Library [VWML], or the Morris Federation archive.
His cine and video recordings have been digitised and his audio archive has been indexed to some
extent; the greater part of it will soon be in VWML and can be accessed by arrangement with
Laura Smyth, the librarian there. As many of you will be aware, some of the older films are not
well indexed and need some help with identification. There have been plans for a limited number
of showings at a location other than Cecil Sharp House so that those who may be able to help
with identification of the older teams and individuals could participate. More details will be sent
via Morris Federation broadcasts or other media.
The commercial DVDs (Sidmouth etc.) and workshop videos have been passed to the Morris
Federation to sort through and retain any not already in their archive. His overhead projection
sheets have been scanned by John Lewis and Jerry West so that electronic copies are available.
The articles he wrote and submitted to Morris Matters are collated into a single (hopefully
searchable) electronic document1; all other morris - related articles he wrote have been passed
in electronic form to the Morris Federation.
Some research manuscripts of traditions (notation and tunes) Roy passed to Barry Honeysett.
The ‘Indommettable’ show at Sidmouth 2016 videos are being edited to produce a shortened
version which will be available online very soon….we hope.
Beth Neill
June 2017
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B23U163T5lbnU1RkbVJILVJ1cU0/view?ts=595c10c0 for the pdf
“Roy Dommett and Morris Matters”
1
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The Histories of Morris in Britain
25 to 26 March 2017
Cecil Sharp House, London
To Camden Town and Regent’s Park Road on a bright, fresh spring morning, the blossom coming
out, the clocks going forward tomorrow morning, the day anticipating the mood of the
proceedings. Up the steps of ‘The House’ past the foundation stones remembering Cecil Sharp
and William Kimber, but ghosts already laid to rest inside and Mary Neal’s portrait now publically
displayed.
Old friends to greet, acquaintances renewed and not a few recalling those Crewe and Alsager
conferences now a quarter of a century in the past – no place this for mere reminiscences though.
Of course a conference on morris history looks at the past but to be effective it needs to shed
new light on what’s known, to point the way for new research and perhaps most of all to provide
inspiration for the future. Would these two days provide what Crewe and Alsager did starting
over 25 years ago. Well, indeed they did, two splendid days with scarcely a below par paper,
much excellent discussion both formally in the sessions and just as important, informally in the
breaks over lunch and for some at least, over a few beers and dinner.
It’s not the purpose of this piece to give a sequential account of the
papers presented – you’ll have to wait for their publication – but rather
to try to tease out the really salient points (and by no means in the order
of presenting).
Salient indeed was John Forrest’s paper with its rock solid reiteration of
the complete lack of evidence for the morris as a fertility rite. The ceiling
of Kennedy Hall did not fall in – not even a tremor.
It had been valuable to be reminded right
at the start of the conference by Val Parker
and Sally Wearing that establishing the
right of women to dance the morris had been neither easy nor
straightforward. Val and Sally reviewed the first 40 years of the
(Women’s) Morris Federation (perhaps also in part a preview of the
long-awaited history of the first 25 years of the Federation). They
reminded us again of the well-rehearsed quote from Roy Dommett,
“I don’t know what you make of this but I’ll tell you what – you’ll
never stop it”.
John Forrest

A preview of the MF
history book?

And so to Roy – with a paper titled “Can one man make a difference” John Lewis gave perhaps
not the most organised of presentations but with lots of good material in the presence of Roy’s
widow and two of his sons. And if anyone needed a reminder of Roy’s real force as a teacher and
interpreter, in the breaks the Open Morris stand was running a video of Roy leading the seminal
How Hill weekend in the 1980s.
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Presumably not born when some of us were struggling through
that infamous late night Longborough session at How Hill were
Chloe Middleton-Metcalfe, Katie Palmer Heathman, Matt Simons
and Lucy Wright, all of whom are pursuing new lines of academic
research into aspects of the morris. All fascinating papers and I
sincerely trust that they will still be presenting at whatever is the
successor to this conference a quarter of a century from now.

Lucy Wright with Laura
Smyth in background

An enhancement to Lucy’s paper on carnival morris was a
fascinating display of photographs lining the foyer and stairs of
the House. And do you know (a closely guarded secret this), men
did it as well!

Also worthy of particular mention are Derek Schofield and Sue Allan who gave first-hand and
sympathetic retrospectives of Manley Morris Men and the morris in Cumbria. An important
element in the success of this conference was the joint organisation by the EFDSS and the
Historical Dance Society. For those of us steeped in the morris the presentations by Anne Daye
and Jennifer Thorp gave a useful new perspective.
The intriguing element from the last session of the
conference, which had papers from Peter Bearon,
Jameson Wooders and Mike Heaney, was a revisiting
of the gap between the records of the early morris
which peter out in the mid 1700s and those of the
revived morris which only really start to appear in the
mid 1800s.
Jameson Wooders (who had earlier in the conference
been asked, most unfairly, by John Forrest if he had
been dancing with Hammersmith in the ‘60s!)
presented research which if pursued can almost
certainly shed light on this tantalising question.
Painstaking work, but good luck to Jameson and
others with taking the research in this important field
forward.

Hammersmith Morris

So, well done to the EFDSS and the Historical Dance
Society for conceiving and organising the conference
(and incidentally for the excellent idea of some live
dancing in some of the breaks – thank you
Hammersmith and Innocent Hare Morris) and an
especial thanks to Laura Smyth for keeping the whole
show on the road.
Finally, well done to all the presenters and to the chairs of the sessions – keep a look out for the
publication of the papers.
John Swift
May 2017
Photos: Sue Swift
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Dancing England Rapper Tournament (DERT)
7 to 9 April 2017
Taking the Northeast to the Northwest
Crook Morris first competed in DERT in 2014 and went home with a pile of prizes, having won the
Open, Sword Dance Union (SDU) and Best Newcomer trophies. Not bad for a team who mostly
dance Cotswold and Border, only dancing rapper “on and off” until about five years ago. Their
wins clearly went to their head, as they soon thought “Wouldn’t Kendal be perfect for DERT?” and
volunteered to host it. And they were right – it was perfect for DERT. After the previous three
years in big towns (Leeds, Bristol and Manchester), Crook’s DERT reminded me that small can be
beautiful. It certainly was in Kendal, over that April weekend.
This compact town meant everything was close
together. One of the issues that is often overlooked
at DERT is the time spent moving between so many
venues. On Saturday in Kendal, we visited nine: one
warm up pub, five competition pubs, a shopping
centre for the Crook Challenge (see later), the Town
Hall for the spotlight competition and the Leisure
Centre for the evening Showcase. Some teams did
even more than that, fitting in some additional dance
spots just for fun. Kendal made this easy, so we had
more time in the venues rather than trekking
between them. Sadly, it is probably not practical to
only hold the competition in small towns in the
future, but maybe more teams in similar places will
be encouraged to volunteer.
There can be downsides to small towns, such as
fewer people in the pubs to create a good
atmosphere. I was performing with Mabel Gubbins
Rapper and we certainly suffered from a lack of audience in one pub. But I don’t think that was
due to the size of the town, as there were no other teams at the pub and the room we were
dancing in was upstairs, away from any local non-rapper people.
Crook Morris locks

Crook are used to running weekend events and it showed; everything was well organised and the
event was supported by Kendal Town Council. In 2016, DERT organisers Medlock said they had
hundreds of pubs to choose from as competition venues. Kendal has about 20 pubs, so finding
five suitable for DERT was a real achievement. Especially when one of the competition pubs
closed about a week before the event. This gave Crook a chance to demonstrate that they could
cope with last minute crises. They quickly persuaded one of the warm up pubs to take the full
competition, then upgraded all the programmes with clever stickers showing the new venue, map,
etc.
The new feature this year was the Crook Challenge. All the teams had a short dance spot in the
Westmorland Shopping Centre, and were asked to collect for Crook’s favoured charity, the Great
North Air Ambulance. Each team had to gather a crowd, wow them, then squeeze as much money
out of them as possible. Thrales took the trophy, collecting £82.38 in about 10 minutes. The
total collection was about £600, a worthwhile result.
As usual, there were many, many more DERT trophies. Fourteen, to be precise. NYFTE Youth 1
won DERTy Youth and Hellbilly Rapper Junior Green won DERTy Junior.
Okenyouth
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enthusiastically emulated Crook’s past performance, by winning the Open, SDU and Newcomer
trophies. They had competed in DERTy in the past, but this was their first time in the main
competition. It was a joy to watch them embracing the event.
Newcastle Kingsmen had the best musicians, and Red Mum the best character. Whip the Cat
rightly celebrated their win in the Spotlight competition, plus second places in the Premier and
Steve Marris categories. Tower Raven won the Championship, Thrales the Traditional and Black
Swan the Tyzack shield (awarded to the team with the highest marks for ‘buzz’, i.e. excitement
and audience reaction).
Newcastle Kingsmen won the two most
prestigious categories – Premier and Steve
Marris. They were accompanied this year by
Taffy Thomas as their Tommy, much to
everyone’s delight. Since DERT 2016, a big
survey about the event had been carried
out, filled in by about 25% of the people who
attend. One comment on the judging (a
continual
topic
of
discussion
and
disagreement…) was that the same sides
historically win. Not quite accurate, but
Kingsmen do often win.
Maybe that’s
because they are reliably good, as they were
this year?

Newcastle Kingsmen with Taffy Thomas
If anyone has been counting, you might
have spotted that I’ve only mentioned 13 trophies so far. The last category was Veterans, where
the Adrienne Moss Trophy was given to the highest scoring team with a total dancing age of at
least 250 years (or “earth years” as it said in the programme). This was Stone Monkey
Silverbacks. They must have been the only veteran team competing, as they had the lowest
score of all the competing teams. I’m becoming more and more convinced that there are too
many prizes; personally, I would remove the Veterans’ prize. It’s wrong to award a prize to the
team that came last just because they’re older than all the other teams.
I would also remove the Spotlight competition. This is a ‘stand alone’ section, taking place in one
venue and being judged by different people to the main competition. The venue is usually pretty
big and rather lacking in atmosphere, and Kendal’s Town Hall was sadly no exception. I’m really
not sure what the point of the spotlight is. Time to discontinue it!

Judges at work

That would have the side effect of making it easier to find enough
good judges. There were 16 this year, including four who only
judged the Spotlight. Judging is intensive and one of the most
controversial aspects of DERT.
There were many negative
comments about it in the survey results, with complaints about bias,
unhelpful comments, sexism, inexperienced judges, not judging to
the published criteria, nit-picking about kit, etc. Having been a
judge, I can sympathise with how difficult it is to be unbiased and
to write constructive comments in a very short time, but picking the
right judges is one of the most difficult aspects of organising DERT.
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Mabel Gubbins competed in the Championship section.
We missed third place by a whisker (half a mark!), but
we were content with the results, particularly as the
top two beat five out the nine teams in the Premier
division.
I, as Mabel’s Betty, came fifth in the
Character competition, which was quite pleasing. I
was the highest scoring female, although I am not sure
what, if anything, should be read into that as there are
always more male than female characters.
Of course, more important than all those trophies were
the alternative awards. Firstly, there was the cake
competition. Mabels started this in 2011, and it was
great to see the tradition revived in 2017. Our Jen
made a huge, fabulous, extravagant, multi-layered
cake, which came second. The overall winner was
Juliet, from Crook Morris.

Mabel Gubbins Rapper

That was just one of the Alternative Judges (AJ) prizes. The AJs are two rapper fanatics, Amy
O’Brien and Claire Mitchell, who each year award a variety of awards. This year they included
many vital categories, such as best bum, best use of a prop, best beard, best audience member,
and the Maris Piper. They handed out another 21 prizes late at on the Saturday night in the
middle of an avid throng of rapper people. The most important one from Mabel Gubbins’ point of
view was best bribe, as our Jen had made a second cake especially for the AJ. Her strawberry
dairy-free cake in the shape of a bum went down a treat, winning her the coveted award.
On the Sunday, after the usual workshop taught by
the winners for the really, really keen dancers, the
remaining aficionados met up to discuss how DERT
is organised. Medlock started this in 2016, and that
meeting had clearly been fruitful. Good progress had
been made in deciding how to establish a permanent
steering group for DERT, so the meeting was positive
and constructive. The new group should be in place
by the end of 2017. After that, there was just time
for final farewells, then the remnants of a great
weekend slowly dispersed.
Tower Ravens

Sheffield Steel have taken on the mantle and will
be holding DERT 2018 in Sheffield (of course) over
the weekend of 23 to 25 March – a date already
enshrined in my diary.

Many thanks to Crook Morris for organising such a splendid DERT. And for the Kendal crossword
in the programme, which kept us Mabels quiet for a short while (although we confess we did have
to resort to Google once or twice to complete it).
A huge amount of the dancing at DERT is online at:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCKiFF2_uZiw5RD_oAAuQGjA/videos?shelf_id=0&view=0&sort=dd

Apart from the Junior and Youth teams (why weren’t they recorded?), you’ll find all the teams in
all the competition venues. Sit back and enjoy!
Sally Wearing, Mabel Gubbins Rapper
July 2017
Photos: Mike Everett
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Three More Invented Dances
John Offord has been going through his tune books and manuscripts again and has unearthed
these contributions. Please try them out.

CUPID’S GARDEN – a Longborough handkerchief dance.
The sequence of figures and corners is the same as Longborough [‘Old’] Trunkles, but without
the second part of that dance. Notated as far as possible on the tune.
The dance was written by Dave Robinson (Buttercup), who was a prominent morris teacher and
musician, but who sadly had a stroke a while back and most recently was playing pipe for
Priston Jubilee.
This is a traditional tune that he adapted for a Longborough dance.
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BARLEY MOW - A Fieldtown handkerchief dance
This is a dance invented by Dave Roberts for the Earls of Essex Morris Men, who ceased years
ago. They still meet up once a year, but do not do this dance. To save it being lost, I contacted
a member of the old team, Mick Skrzypiec, and we reconstructed it, as I had the music. I have
been unable to find out where Dave found the tune, but it was very likely a dance master
manual. Mick Skrzypiec now dances for Blackheath Morris, for which he has been foreman and
squire.
A. Normal Fieldtown figures
Sequence is A (8 bars), B1, A, B2, A, B3, A, B4, A (whole hey)
B1. All face across the set, 1 to 2 etc, double step [DS] once advancing towards your opposite
and facing him /her, jump once slightly to the left, 2 side steps across to pass and galley to face
opposite, having swapped sides. A figure follows from this position
B2. Same as B1, but furry capers instead of side steps.
B3. Same as B1, but 2 ‘beetle crusher’ slows instead of side steps.
B4. Same as B3, but RTB/LTB slows instead of ‘beetle crushers’.
Whole hey (8 bars A) to finish.
I do not like the term ‘beetle crushers’, I like beetles.
crusher’ is in fact imitating a horse.

The action of stamping in the ‘beetle

Similarly in Longborough and Bledington the RTB/ LTB slows are an imitation of cocks fighting if
you hold your arms out straight to the sides.
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ENFIELD WASH - A Fieldtown stick dance
Another dance I wrote, Enfield Wash, has never been performed.
The tune is from John Johnson’s 200 Favourite Country Dances Vol. 8, 1758.
One long stick each. Double length figures, 16 bars.
Introduction- ‘A’ music, no backsteps, just clash twice turning to opposite as bar 8 in figures,
standing still.
Figures: Normal Fieldtown figures, but double length.
Galleys in FU are optional
A. 2 DS, 2 backsteps to face, jump and clash (once), 2 DS on the spot facing opposite at bars
5-6, pause (no stepping) on bar 7, then clash twice on bar 8 (no stepping). Sticks are held
upright to clash, once from the right, then back-handed from the left. Repeat all this for the
second half of the figure. 16 bars for each figure.
You will not be able to clash with your opposite in the rounds.
Chorus:
B. Simply a normal Fieldtown whole hey, but with the same structure as the figures. This is also
16 bars.
To shorten the dance, you can do a half hey for the chorus, 8 bars, but you must then do 4
figures to end in the same position as you started.
End dance facing up on clash twice after final hey.

John Offord
2016
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From the Archive (40 years ago)
David Welti writes to WMF
The invitation to write a few words for the Women’s Morris Federation magazine presents dilemma
to someone holding office as Squire of the Morris Ring. To refuse would be an act of discourtesy
amounting to rudeness. To accept could possibly be seen as an act of heresy in the eyes of some
morris men. The answer of course, as you must realise by now, is to accept the invitation but to
use it as a chance to air my rather dichotomic views on "Women's Morris". Needless to say, these
views must be my own and cannot be taken as an official Ring viewpoint.
Magic of the Morris
As someone who has always been active in sport, I believe in a wholehearted and disciplined
approach towards the performance of the Morris, but I do not regard it as just another recreational
activity. Something indefinable about the music and the movements of the dance makes me
believe in the "magic of the Morris". I am conscious of dancing a historic and meaningful dance.
As someone who has been accused of being a purist, I want to continue the revival and evolution
of the dance in as pure a form as possible, although I do realise that we only have records of the
dance when it was becoming or had already become degenerate. Nevertheless it is generally
agreed that many years ago the Morris was an integral part of a pre-Christian religion.
A male dance
For that reason, only men made anonymous with blackened faces could take part as performers.
As far as I am concerned, therefore, the Morris is by tradition a male dance. Although men have
not always shown the will to keep the tradition alive, either through ineptitude or because of wars,
and despite the fact that have helped to preserve and revive the Morris, now that it is thriving
again it should remain a male dance. Any evolution, which must be encouraged, should take place
in this context. I can well understand women wanting to dance equivalent ritual traditional dances.
It is a pity that the so-called women’s dances are not better substantiated.
Ironically, some of us are beginning to get concerned that the Morris could easily be diluted too
much with too many clubs dancing too often in these days of easy communication. The Women's
Morris could partially aggravate this situation, but could also foment another danger - that many
morris men might feel that the Morris was losing its special and unique character, resulting in
them preferring to give up dancing. This may seem frivolous, but it could very well happen that
women, having helped to save the Morris, might help to kill it again with the proliferation of
Women’s Morris.
Fait Accompli
Adopting a more pragmatic approach, I have to admit that as a normal male, I am all in favour
of women. This means that if I have to accept the presence of Women' s Morris as "Fait Accompli",
I prefer to see women dancing something suitable in a feminine way, just as I hope that women
would prefer to see masculine male dancing. Women who ape men in the dance and in some
cases, also ape men's worst habits, nauseate me. It is not male chauvinism to accept that we are
different and that we should take advantage of our different assets and strengths.
Many of the women's sides have a lot to teach some of the not so good men’s sides about team
work, cleanliness and dress. In fact it is said in some quarters that the presence of the ladies is
sharpening up both the dress and dancing of the men's clubs.
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Patronising
Incidentally, have you noticed how some of the morris men who are followers of women's sides
are patronising in a very subtle way? They adopt proprietorial and proud attitudes such as one
would have toward ones’ children or pet animals.
To conclude, although I wish you well as people, I cannot wish you well as morris ‘men’. However,
there is one thing that I would ask of you. If you must dance the Morris, please respect it and
dance with dignity as well as with enjoyment and sense of showmanship — even if you have seen
a rogue men's side doing its best to cheapen it.
David Welti
Spring 1978 (Volume 1 Number 2)
Ed: Thanks to Sally Wearing for the suggestion of looking back to the early days – how far we
have come! Not only in attitudes but in technology – the early editions of Morris Matters were
all produced by copy typing and physically cutting and pasting…….
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